Electrotherapy, a recent mode for anticancer treatment
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Abstract

Cancer is a quite serious scientific and health problem, for which conventional or alternative therapies are used to solve these subjects. Among several methods, electrotherapy has been recently used by applying low and continuous electric current. In 1983, Nordenström reported in a systematic way for the first time, the main experiences and results using electrotherapy technologies with clinic effectiveness. In 1988, Pekar referred his experience about superficial tumours treatment using electrotherapy methods. Notwithstanding the great historic value of these experiences, this mode of treatment has not been so developed in occidental countries. Low cost combined with the high effectiveness of these processes lead China to a great development when compared to chemotherapy and radiotherapy. In this oriental country this technique is applied in more than 1200 hospitals, and reaches more than 9000 patients with serious cases. This therapy has been discussed by conventional doctors in several countries and recently has been observed a huge concern in this subject due to electrolysis phenomena. Based on published results it is intended to start improvements about electrotherapy. The aim of this first article is to evaluate the development status and its electrotherapeutical potentials for cancer purpose.
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1. Introduction

Cancer can be defined as a cluster of cells with autonomy, called as tumour, which grows in an uncontrolled way and invades tissues near and far from those cells. Consequently, it causes severe damages to its organism [1]. Carcinogenesis is the process that explains the cancer creation starting from a normal cell [1-5]. This illness is the second cause to morbidity and mortality in the planet, corresponding to 8 millions of deaths (23% of global deaths in the world) occurred in 2007, according to World Health Organization statistics [6] and Union for International Cancer Control [7]. These international organisms predict that in 2020, the number of new cases and deaths should increase to 16 and 10 million, respectively.

Cancer, as referred before by Hippocrates in 5th century BC, became the main death cause in France after 2004 and has been estimated that will happen in the entire planet in this century. These data show a serious epidemic of this disease as a social problem, due to the lack of knowledge and the need for different attitudes and therapeutic procedures in order to improve life quality and the guarantee of its survival. Thus, it is needed not only to beat the cancer as also to learn to live with it. Conventional therapies for cancer are surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy [1], which are expensive, invasive, induce serious adverse effects on organism and they have not solved yet cancer cure completely, despite of many progresses. Actually, several developments for alternative therapeutic procedures have been done for this disease, which are mainly used as adjuvants of traditional ones. Among others can be mentioned: gene therapy [8] and anti-angiogenic procedures [9], anticancer vaccines [10], treatments using ascorbic acid megadoses [11], hyperthermia [12], electrochemotherapy [13], and...
Electrotherapy or electrochemical therapy [14,15]. Electrotherapy involves the application of a continuous electric low intensity direct current, LIDC, using at least two electrodes which fall within the tumour and/or around it [14-17].

There are four modes of electrotherapy application [14-17]:

1. Anodic-cathodic treatment (anodes and cathodes are inserted into the tumour);
2. Field therapy (anodes and cathodes are inserted in the tissue at a distance between 8 and 10 mm of the tumour edges);
3. Anodic therapy (anodes are inserted inside the tumour and cathodes in the healthy surrounding tissue);
4. Cathodic therapy (cathodes are inserted inside the tumour and anodes in the healthy surrounding tissue).

In 1776, Eason proposed for the first time how electricity can have an important role for cancer treatment [18]. In the decade of 60-70, Schauble proposed the first scientific and technological fundamentals of electrotherapy in cancer [19]. In 1978, Nordenström applies for the first time experimental researches (in vitro, in vivo and clinical) and theoretical (mathematical modelling) [16,21,22]. Xin [17] showed experience in benign and malign tumour treatments using LIDC in more than 20000 patients in China. These results were remarkable, but with insufficient advances in fundamental bases, mechanisms and standardization of therapeutic procedure.

Studies in vitro demonstrate that apoptosis can be induced when anodic treatment is applied and cell injury is produced when cathodic treatment is used [23,24].; modifications in cellular structures depends on therapy duration time and electrodes polarity [25]; cathode is submerged in alkaline solutions, while anode is immersed in acid medium [26]; apoptosis is initiated by the formation of reactive oxygen species after inducing LIDC [27].

Researches in vivo indicate several biochemical changes around anode and cathode [28]; in presence of necrosis in treated area [29]; cellular toxicity changes based in electrodes distance and its polarity [30]; increment of tumour destruction and decrease of organism damages when electrodes are inserted in the heart of tumour [31]; sensibility of various tumours after applying LIDC [32]; presence of apoptosis and necrosis around the anode and only necrosis around the cathode [33]. Similar results are reported in clinical researches about superficial and visceral malign tumours. [34,35]. In vitro and in vivo studies (animals and humans) show that electrotherapy is safe, effective, has low costs, traumatic situations are almost negligible, with minimum collateral effects and compatible with other therapeutic procedures. Moreover, this experimental therapy is employed when conventional methods fail or cannot be applied because of low physical state of the patient [34-36]. It has to be noticed that this technique is usually applied at once.

These researches discuss mainly the anticancer efficacy of LIDC and its secondary effects induced in organisms by cytotoxic action of this applied current, as well as finding the respective mechanisms for its anticancer action. Their results show that the anticancer effect of LIDC depends not only of electrode position but also of the applied voltage [37]. This method is well improved when combined with alternative therapeutic techniques such as chemotherapy [38] immunotherapy (e.g. TNF-α) [39], radiotherapy [40], hyperthermia [41], laser [42], ultrasound [43] and saline solutions [44]. The cell death observed in tumour treated with LIDC is caused by apoptosis and/or necrosis induced on that disease [45,46]. The subject has been tried to be explained by different anticancer mechanisms of LIDC, such as: induction of bioelectric forces in the tumour [16,19]; changes in bioelectric potential [47]; modifications of pH and temperature in the tumour [48,49]; changes in transmembrane potential of tumour cells [50,51]; ionization of tumour tissue [52]; production of toxic substances from the electrochemical reactions [22]; deposition of electrode material into tumour [53]; stimulation of immune system [54]; extraction of water tissue by electroosmosis [22,49]; and electrochemical reactions mainly referred to those involving reactive oxygen species.

These possible anticancer mechanisms of LIDC are proposed from different experimental conditions established by each author. In each of these studies, it has been reported a use of certain amount of LIDC with a particular exposure time and with a specific electrode configuration. In studies using more than one LIDC and exposure time applied, that combines this method with other therapeutic techniques, was not observed the complete remission in all tumours except in a few animals.

From the above, it is concluded that there is no agreement about the parameters employed in this treatment nor these are optimized. The establishment of optimal parameters by executing several experiences requires a plenty of time and material resources. One way that gives us in a several minutes or hours the appropriate electrode configuration with
the respective applied LIDC can be through mathematical modelling. In oncology, mathematical modelling are used in simulation: in the kinetics of tumour growth [55-58], in spatial and temporal growth of tumour avascular phase [59,60], in interaction and competition between tumour and immune system [60,61] among others. Richards, Weibull, Bertalanffy and Gompertz logistic models are applied to describe the kinetics of tumour growth, where the latter is the most employed [55,56]. In the field of electrotherapy, mathematical modelling are focussed in the explanation of different processes that are induced in the tumour after the application of LIDC, such as: pH modifications [21]; physicochemical reactions around electrodes [62]; potential dissipation in the tumour after applying LIDC [63]. Also in this subject, are employed modellings to describe the kinetics of treated tumours after applying LIDC, [16,64] as well as drawing configurations of the respective electrodes [65]. None of these models relate the electrical electrotherapy parameters with the tumour kinetics. Furthermore they do not discuss the potential distributions, electrical field intensity and electric current density as a function of the differences between conductivities and permittivities existent between the tumour and the healthy surrounding tissue. The parameters of the electrode configuration (position, number and polarity of the electrodes, size and geometry) that allows the maximum tumour destruction giving the less damage possible to body need to be also improved. Despite the promising results of electrotherapy in malignant and benign tumours there are two fundamental reasons that prevent its establishment with clinical oncology as a therapeutic procedure:

1. The poor understanding of the LIDC anticancer action mechanism;
2. The lack of standardization of therapy by tumour type, size and stage. The last reason results from not being established the range of LIDC yet nor the optimal configuration of electrodes that can destroy the tumour and simultaneously damaging the body as less as possible.

Obviously, these issues suggest that is necessary to propose experiments and mathematical modelling to deal with these questions. The description of tumour volume behaviour and electric current density established by an electrode system with a continuous current as a function of kinetic parameters of the cancer or electric of the technique will allow the standardization of this experimental therapy. The modelling of potential distributions, electric field intensity and electric current density, established with several electrode configurations (e.g. circular arrangement, elliptical, etc.) in tumour and healthy surrounding tissue, when visualized with mathematical programs is, according to the authors, and as much as it is informed other general and specific experimental resolution for these problems. The analysis/study in experimental and/or theoretical terms of tumour volume behaviour and electric current density that is established by a set of electrodes with electric current as a function of kinetic and electric parameters that describe the kinetics growth of cancerous tumours and physic-chemical electrotherapy characteristics used in its possible treatment are an objective of the authors which will be reported in the near future.

2. Conclusions

Studies about electricity began with Thales in 600 BC and twenty three centuries later important developments were observed in the field of bioelectricity, thanks to work of Galvani, Volta, Ampere, Ohm, among others. The use of electrotherapy in medicine starts in the 70s of XVIII century, where it was used for cure of some diseases. In 1776, Eason proposed for the first time an important role of electricity for cancer treatment [18]. Since this work and other similar, the use of continuous electric current during cancer treatment and the respective technological advances associated with this application, has resulted in a huge growth of in vitro studies, animals and humans about anticancer effect of LIDC.

During these last decades, have been highlighted groups of doctors, biophysicists, biologists, mathematicians in China, Brazil, Cuba, Germany, Canada, Slovenia, Sweden, etc.. All these studies show the diversity of criteria on how to use and combine the different parameters that configure the electrotherapy. The lack of agreement referred to use of therapy parameters prevents its further implementation in clinical oncology.
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